Due to pandemic the world already changed and underwent a big transition. The usual societal set-up is changed in “New Normal.” Under this the people should follow the safety protocols and should adhere to the restrictions as required by our authorities. The measures that they are now implementing are given in order to protect every citizen of our country.

In this current situation, the personnel or employees of the Department of Education (DepEd) still continue to work in work arrangement, in skeletal workforce and even work from home just to continue their altruistic services to the agency and to their fellow workers like the teachers.

The DepEd employees in the finance department bravely do their significant tasks in order to continue their operation and to consistent perform their duty in working out for the financial needs and benefits of all DepEd people in the different schools division offices. It is a very good thing that the finance workers indeed exerted their utmost efforts just to provide the teachers and other employees of their salaries and benefits under this “New Normal” condition.

The DepEd employees in other departments of the office also did not stop in performing their respective job. The Engineer department still continues to work on the facilities that would best serve the school community like pushing with other alternative useful structures like wash areas and comfort rooms in schools for health purposes. The people in the department also continue to inspect the safety of all the facilities and structures in schools for the welfare of the learners.
In the facilitative department of DepEd, the employees are not only ardent in serving the employees but also they thought of better ways in serving them and in protecting their health. The people in this department employ online services and encourage teachers to perform their official transactions in safest ways they can under the “New Normal” system. Fortunately, their actions are being done successfully.

The records section of DepEd remains as functional as anticipated. The documents intended for the schools are taken and accessed from this office. The necessary papers as needed by DepEd employees and teachers are efficiently turned over to each school so as to continue in serving the people. This section serves as the link of SDO to the different schools.

The curriculum department serves as the core of education. The brilliant people in this department of the division meticulously prepared the plans and actions in order to continue in serving the educational clientele most especially in this time of pandemic and working out for the alternative delivery mode for the learning of the youth.

Ultimately, under the strong and intelligent leaderships of the key persons in the schools division office, the agency in each province runs smoothly for the sake of the people during this difficult time brought by the pandemic.

DepEd people not also perform their tasks religiously, willingly, ardently and seriously but they also serve as frontliners in the best ways they can in order to render their altruistic services to the people in our country.

Amidst the existing challenges brought by Corona Virus disease, the performances of the above-mention Deped employees are impressive. Indeed, they really play the roles as DepEd frontliners. Kudos to all of you!
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